Jonas Lindeborg/Andreas Andersson presents:

Urban Soul

Their first release ”Nothing is impossible” introduces a nordic horn driven
smooth jazz album featuring an all star line-up!
The horns of Lindeborg/Andersson have been
heard on recordings and on tour with an extensive
list of Swedish and international artists. While
touring with Björn Skifs (Hooked on a feeling) the
idea was born to pay tribute to the genre that had
always been closest to their hearts. The dream was
to take their favorite players/singers to a studio and
make an album which Lindeborg describes as
”a heartfelt, energetic smooth jazz record featuring
all of our favorite friends from Sweden and
abroad”
This release features an impressive lineup:

Some words about the album:

”The groove is overflowing and the joy in this
music has no limits!”
”Give this album a place in your heart. You
won’t be a better person for it, but you’ll get
closer to your ideal!”
”The sound of this album is just so refreshing
with all these great musicians playing live in the
studio!”
The debut album ”Nothing is impossible” is released
in June 2015 (Two-Timer Records) and will be
available worldwide shortly after.
This album was recorded live in the legendary
studio of Benny Andersson(ABBA) in Stockholm,
Sweden.

Chart topping star Jonathan Fritzén, Michael Ruff,
former Chicago lead singer Bill Champlin, Jojje
Wadenius (Steely dan, Simon and Garfunkel) and
Jonas Wall (Nils Landgren , Mezzoforte), just to
name a few…
-I mean, the guys in our band are totally stunning
and we’re forever grateful , says Andreas and refers
to the topnotch band including Anders Hedlund
(Robyn) Thobias Gabrielson(Timbuktu) , Calle
Flemsten, Peter Friestedt (Champlin/Williams) and
Andy Pfeiler just to name a few.
The result: a horn driven, organic smooth jazz
album with vocal elements from some of the
worlds most renowned artists in the genre.

